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Abstract

Background: Frequent pattern mining analysis applied on microarray dataset appears to be a promising strategy
for identifying relationships between gene expression levels. Unfortunately, too many itemsets (co-expressed genes)
are identified by this analysis method since it does not consider the importance of each gene within biological
processes to a cellular response and does not take into account temporal properties under biological treatment-
control matched conditions in a microarray dataset.

Results: We propose a method termed TIIM (Top-k Impactful Itemsets Miner), which only requires specifying a user-
defined number k to explore the top k itemsets with the most significantly differentially co-expressed genes
between 2 conditions in a time course. To give genes different weights, a table with impact degrees for each gene
was constructed based on the number of neighboring genes that are differently expressed in the dataset within
gene regulatory networks. Finally, the resulting top-k impactful itemsets were manually evaluated using previous
literature and analyzed by a Gene Ontology enrichment method.

Conclusions: In this study, the proposed method was evaluated in 2 publicly available time course microarray
datasets with 2 different experimental conditions. Both datasets identified potential itemsets with co-expressed
genes evaluated from the literature and showed higher accuracies compared to the 2 corresponding control
methods: i) performing TIIM without considering the gene expression differentiation between 2 different
experimental conditions and impact degrees, and ii) performing TIIM with a constant impact degree for each gene.
Our proposed method found that several new gene regulations involved in these itemsets were useful for
biologists and provided further insights into the mechanisms underpinning biological processes. The Java source
code and other related materials used in this study are available at “http://websystem.csie.ncku.edu.tw/
TIIM_Program.rar”.
Background
Identification of relationships between gene regulatory
events is one of the main methods through which the
biological effects of stimuli or changes in the environ-
ment are revealed. Microarrays are a highly efficient way
to simultaneously measure the expression of massive
numbers of genes. In these respects, multiple microarrays
could be further used to quantify the expression of each
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reproduction in any medium, provided the or
gene during time course experiments. However, analysis
and proper presentation of biological insights into these
large-scale datasets is a big challenge.
Currently, frequent pattern-based mining analysis is

widely used to identify groups of genes that are frequently
co-expressed in most biological conditions in a microarray
dataset. These methods include using the apriori algo-
rithm [1], half-spaces [2], relational-based analysis [3],
gene annotation integrated method [4], row enumeration-
based method [5], column enumeration-based method [6],
temporal-based method [7], rule induction [8], and FP-
tree algorithm [9]. A gene itemset {gene x↑, gene y↓, gene
z↑} states that upregulation of gene x, downregulation of
gene y and upregulation of gene z frequently occur at the
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same time. Support is defined as the proportion of trans-
actions in the data set that contain the itemset. Only gene
itemsets with their support values no less than a user-
set minimum support threshold can be defined as fre-
quent patterns. Therefore, a gene itemset with a greater
support value could have a high probability of becoming
an interactome within a biological process. Although
methods for traditional frequent pattern-based mining
have been successfully proposed in previously published
studies, these methods give the same weight to each
gene during the execution process. In other words, these
methods assume all genes have similar importance, which
is often not in true in actual applications. Based on these
challenges, some preceding studies on utility mining
[10-17] have become predominant topics for solving these
problems in the field of data mining.
The utility value of an itemset is the summation of

each item quantity multiplied by its matched weight/im-
portance in the co-expression transactions. An itemset is
called a high utility itemset as long as its utility value is
not less than a user-specified minimum utility threshold.
However, traditional methods [10-17] for mining such high
utility itemsets could not ensure that the items contained
in a high utility itemset individually possess high utility
values, since a longer itemset containing more items would
have a higher utility value than shorter itemsets. To tackle
this problem, a newer algorithm for mining average utility
itemsets [18,19] was proposed; the discovered utility
itemsets would be normalized with the number of items
within the itemset. The resulting itemsets would be pre-
served, namely high average utility itemsets, as long as
theirs utility values were not less than a user-specified
minimum average utility. To the best of our knowledge, all
of the above-mentioned methods could not be used to
explore significantly differential itemsets between 2 differ-
ent experimental conditions, e.g., biological treatment
versus control, in time course datasets. How to choose
those thresholds is also a big challenge; too many unprom-
ising itemsets would be identified due to a lower threshold,
whereas a strict threshold would yield few itemsets.
In this study, we propose a method called TIIM (Top-k

Impactful Itemsets Miner) to identify the top-k impactful
itemsets from time course comparative gene expression
datasets. The proposed method only requires specifying
a user-desired number k to explore the k most signifi-
cantly differential gene itemsets between 2 experimental
conditions on a microarray dataset. For each gene, the
summation of frequencies at the same time point was de-
fined as the quantity, and the number of neighboring
genes that were differentially expressed in the dataset on
the gene regulatory network (GRN) was defined as the im-
pact degree, i.e., the importance of each gene. According
to the quantity and impact degree, the impactful itemsets
with most significant changes in gene expression can be
efficiently explored. An impactful itemset considered more
than just the node degrees (i.e., number of neighboring
genes in the GRN) of each gene contained in the itemset.
First, the quantity (transformed from the gene expression
values) of each gene contained in an itemset was used as
an important reference to calculate the impactful value of
the itemset. Second, only the number (impact degree) of
significant neighboring genes that were differently ex-
pressed between 2 comparative conditions in the micro-
array dataset on the GRN was calculated. Therefore,
well-studied genes may not dominate others in terms of
impact degree, i.e., well-studied genes may not always have
higher impact degrees even if they had more neighboring
genes in the GRN. Two baseline methods were considered
as follows: i) performing TIIM without considering the de-
viations between gene expression levels of 2 experimental
conditions and the impact degree, and ii) performing TIIM
with a constant impact degree for each gene, and our pro-
posed TIIM was performed on 2 real datasets from human
and mouse microarrays.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

“Methods” provides some problem definitions and pre-
sents the proposed method. “Results and discussion” con-
sists of the application of the approach to 2 real datasets
in order to study the significance of the discovered im-
pactful itemsets. Finally, we present conclusions based on
our findings.

Methods
In this section, we first describe the TIIM (Top-k Im-
pactful Itemsets Miner) algorithm as shown in Figure 1.
Before we utilize the TIIM algorithm to discover the top-
k impactful itemsets, microarray and GRN datasets must
undergo a transformation process. Thereafter, research
problem is defined. Finally, Section “TIIM” shows the
proposed TIIM algorithm in detail.

Gene expression data transformation
Conversion of gene expression into a transaction format
As with the frequent pattern-based method of gene
expression data analysis proposed by Creighton and
Hanash in 2003, each expression value in the dataset
was transformed as up (↑; expressed; readings are
greater than 0.2 for the log base 10 of fold-change 1.58
as an upper-bound), down (↓; repressed; readings are
lower than −0.2 for the log base 10 of fold-change −1.58
as a lower-bound), or normal (neither expressed nor re-
pressed). Based on most previous microarray analysis
studies, the threshold value was set at a reasonable
range (fold change from 1.5 to 2.0) to identify differen-
tially expressed probes. Only the gene expression values
transformed as up or down were preserved into the
transaction dataset. Each time point was recognized as a
transaction. After the process of transformation, gene



Figure 1 A flowchart of TIIM for discovering differential top-k impactful itemsets.
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x↑ (denoted as Gx↑) and gene x ↓ (denoted as Gx↓) were
defined as 2 different gene items. An example is shown
in Figure 2. Suppose that we have a dataset in which a
detection of 5 genes (G1 to G5) at 4 time points is
performed on 6 samples (triplicate for 2 conditions). For
the first condition (Condition 1) dataset, G5 in sample 1
and time point 1 (TP1) was transformed into G5↓ in
transaction 1 (T1) since its expression level was less
than −0.2.
Figure 2 Example of transforming gene expression data into the tran
Transaction value integration step
In this step, for each gene item, the transformed values
over repeated samples in the same transaction and
condition were summed up as the quantity. Higher
quantities represented stronger consistency and greater
confidence in the gene items. Figure 3 gives an illustra-
tion of the transformed item value integration process.
In the Condition 1 dataset of the above example, the
quantity of G5↓ in T1 was 3.
saction data format.



Figure 3 Example of integrating transformed gene item values over repeated samples.
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Transaction value differentiation step
The purpose of this study was to discover significantly
differentially expressed gene itemsets between 2 differ-
ent conditions. Here, we show how quantity differences
for each gene item in every transaction were calculated
for the 2 conditions. An example is shown in Figure 4.
In this example, the quantities of G4↑ in T4 for the 2
conditions were 3 and 1, respectively. Since G4↑ had a
greater quantity in Condition 1, the quantity difference
2 was assigned to G4↑ in T4 of Condition 1, and the
quantity 0 was assigned to G4↑ in T4 of Condition 2. In
contrast, since the gene item G5↓ in T4 shown in Condi-
tion 2 had a greater quantity (3) than the matched gene
in Condition 1 (0), the quantity difference 3 was pre-
dominant in Condition 2.

Building the impact degree table
To generate a table with various weights of each gene,
the number (impact degree) of significant neighboring
Figure 4 Example of identifying differential gene items.
genes that were differently expressed in the microarray
dataset of the GRN was calculated. In Figure 5A, each
node within the GRN represents a gene. If there is
biological regulation between 2 genes, they are linked
together. Student’s t-tests were performed to examine
the expression of each gene for each of the 2 condi-
tions at each time point. A gene was defined as a sig-
nificant gene if it exhibited a significant change in
expression (p-value < 0.05) between 2 conditions at
any time point. In Figure 5A, 4 significant genes, i.e.,
G1, G3, G4, and G5, are shown; G2 was not a signifi-
cant gene and is therefore presented as a dotted node.
According to the aforementioned definition, G1 had 3
significant neighboring genes (G3, G4 and G5) on the
GRN, and therefore the impact degree of G1 was de-
fined as 3 in the impact degree table of this dataset
(Figure 5B). In this study, the impact degree of Gx
represented the impact degree of both Gx↑ and Gx↓
gene items.



Figure 5 Generation of an impact degree table.
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Basic definitions
Give a finite set of gene items I = {i1, i2, …, im}. Each
gene item ix (1 ≤ x ≤m) has an unique impact degree d
(ix). A gene itemset S is a set of l distinct gene items,
namely l-itemset; l is the length of S, denoted as ls. A
gene transaction database was defined as D = {T1, T2, …,
Tn}. Each gene item ix in the transaction Ty (1 ≤ y ≤ n) is
associated with a unique quantity q(ix, Ty).

Definition 1
The impactful value of a gene item ix in D is denoted as
i(ix) and defined as shown in Formula 1. For example,
according to the gene transaction table of Condition 2 in
Figure 4 and the impact degree table in Figure 5B, the
impactful value of gene item G5↑ is i(G5↑) = (d(G5↑) × q
(G5↑,T1)) + (d(G5↑) × q(G5↑,T2)) = 1 × 1 + 1 × 2 = 3.

i ixð Þ ¼
X

ix⊆Ty∧Ty∈D
i ix;Ty
� �

¼ ∑ix⊆Ty∧Ty∈Dd ixð Þ � q ix;Ty
� �

ð1Þ
Definition 2
The impactful value of a gene itemset S in D is denoted
as i(S) and defined as shown in Formula 2. The algorithm
computes the impactful value of S and only considers
TIIM algorithm

1. Group gene items with the same appearance p
items in the cluster based on their own impactful va

2. Utilize the checking 2-itemset in each cluster
(top-k list) with 2-itemset.

3. Utilize the checking 2-itemset between cluste

4. Generate 2-itemset in the top-k impactful item

5. Utilize the checking l-itemsets function to upd
itemset in the top-k impactful itemsets list (l-1 in top

6. Generate l-itemset in the top-k impactful items

7. If l in the top-k list is not empty, check l +1 an
transactions that contain S. For example, according to the
gene transaction table of Condition 2 in Figure 4 and the
impact degree table in Figure 5B, the impactful value of gene
itemset {G1↑, G5↑} is i({G1↑, G5↑}) = (1 / lS) × (d(G1↑) × q
(G1↑,T1) + d(G5↑) × q(G5↑,T1)) = (1 / 2) × (3 × 2 + 1 × 1) = 3.5.

i Sð Þ ¼
X

S⊆Ty∧Ty∈D
i S;Ty
� �

¼ 1
lS
�
X

ix⊆S∧S⊆Ty∧Ty∈D
d ixð Þ � q ix;Ty

� �

ð2Þ
Definition 3
The top-k is the user-defined number of impactful gene
itemsets. A gene itemset S is a top-k impactful itemset if
ls is greater than 1 and there are no more than k – 1
gene itemsets whose impactful values are greater than S.

Definition 4
The appearance pattern of a gene item ix is a vector Ax =
{e1, e2, …, en} to record the presence or absence of each
transaction Ty (1 ≤ y ≤ n) in D. The element ey (1 ≤ y ≤ n)
in Ax is recorded as 1 when q(ix, Ty) > 0; otherwise, it is
recorded as 0.

Property 1
If the impactful value of a gene l-itemset S is greater
than the smallest impactful value of the top-k impactful
itemsets, it has at least a gene l-1-itemset contained in S
within the top-k impactful itemsets.

TIIM
In this study, we propose the TIIM algorithm to identify
impactful gene co-expression patterns through the TIIM
algorithm from gene expression datasets. The main
process of the algorithm is described as follows:
attern into one cluster. For each cluster, sort gene 
lues in descending order.

function to update the top-k impactful itemsets list

rs function to update the top-k list with 2-itemset.

sets list (2 in top-k list) from the top-k list.

ate the top-k list with l-itemset based on the l-1-
-k list).

ets list (l in top-k list) from the top-k list.

d repeat steps 5 and 6.
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After the above processes, the algorithm can generate
the top-k impactful itemsets. The TIIM contains 3 sub-
routines: checking 2-itemset in each cluster, checking
2-itemset between clusters, and checking l-itemsets
functions.
Checking 2-itemset in each cluster

1. for (t = 0; t < amount_of_clusters; t++) do

2. for (u = 0; u < amount_of_gene_item_in_cluster_t −1; u++) do

3. for (v = u + 1; v < amount_of_gene_item_in_cluster_t; v++) do

4. if (amount_of_itemset_in_top-k_list < k) then

5. insert the itemset {iu, iv} into the top-k list

6. else

7. if (i({iu, iv}) > smallest_impactful_value_in_top-k_list)

8. update the top-k list with itemset {iu, iv}

9. else

10. if (v = u + 1)

11. break out from the for loop u

12. else

13. break out from the for loop v

14. end

15. end

16. end
In this checking 2-itemset in each cluster function, all
of the generated gene 2-itemsets can be contained in the
same transactions. In other words, in the impactful value
computation process, the verification of the generated
gene 2-itemset contained in certain transactions is not re-
quired. Besides, by sorting gene items within one cluster,
each gene item from top to bottom will be examined,
whether its impactful values are larger than any one of
the current top-k impactful itemsets. The redundant tests
are eliminated by steps 10 to 13 to save a lot of time.
In the above function, according to Property 1, we

only verify the impactful value of gene l-itemset S in
which a gene l-1-itemset Sv in the l-1 in top-k list com-
bines with a new item iu from step 4 to 7.
As stated in section “TIIM”, the TIIM algorithm is

more efficient since the verification of ineligible gene
itemsets is not required.
Results and discussion
To evaluate the performance of our proposed method,
we compared it with 2 control methods as baselines.
With respect to computational design, the meaning of
our TIIM-derived patterns was different from that of
traditional frequent pattern mining algorithms. Trad-
itional frequent patterns cannot be transformed through
any post processing. For each individual experimental
condition, the co-expression genes could be discovered
by traditional frequent pattern mining algorithms, but
TIIM was proposed to identify the differential co-
expression of genes between 2 comparative conditions
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(e.g., wild-type and mutant samples) during a time
period. Therefore, it may not proper to compare these
results in this study. On the other hand, technically,
there were 2 ways to enforce performing such compari-
sons regardless of the meaning of patterns: i) compare
patterns identified by different methods by tuning their
Checking 2-itemset between clusters

1. for (t = 0; t < amount_of_clusters - 1; t++) do

2. for (u = t + 1; u < amount_of_clusters; u++) do

3. for (v = 0; v < amount_of_gene_item_in_cluster_t; v++) do

4. for (w = 0; w < amount_of_gene_item_in_cluster_u; w++) do

5. if (amount_of_itemset_in_top-k_list < k) then

6. insert the itemset {iv, iw} into the top-k list

7. else

8. if (i({iv, iw}) > smallest_impactful_value_in_top-k_list)

9. update the top-k list with itemset {iv, iw}

10. end

11. end

12. end

13. end

Checking l-itemsets

1. for (t = 0; t < amount_of_clusters; t++) do

2. for (u = 0; u < amount_of_gene_item_in_cluster_t; u++) do

3. for (v = 0; v < amount_of_gene_item_in_l-1_in_top-k_list; v++) do

4. if ( Sv iu is and Sv iu is not in top-k list)

5. Sv iu to generate a gene l-itemset S

6. if (i(S) > smallest_impactful_value_in_top-k_list)

7. update the top-k list with S

8. end

9. end

10. end
optimal parameter values or ii) using the same parameter
values among the comparative methods. The former is
hard to perform due to the characteristics stated in the
previous paragraph. The latter is also not feasible since
there were no common parameters between our pro-
posed TIIM and traditional frequent pattern mining
methods. In spite of the limitations, we designed add-
itional control methods, termed “Undifferentiation”
and “Constant degree”. The former was similar to
traditional frequent pattern algorithms and did not
consider the “Transaction value differentiation step”
shown in Figure 4 and the impact degree shown in
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Figure 5. The latter was used to assign a constant de-
gree “1” to each gene if they were given non-zero im-
pact degrees in the impact degree table.
In the first section below (“Dataset”), we provide a

brief introduction to the gene regulatory data and 2 gene
expression datasets for humans and mice. In the second
section, titled “Evaluation with literature”, we present
the evaluation results in which the identified top-50 im-
pactful itemsets were manually evaluated using a survey
of biological literature. Finally, in the section “GO en-
richment analysis”, we made an attempt to analyze the
biological characteristics of interesting genes derived
from the top 50 to 200 gene itemsets to show that the
itemset-contained genes correlated very well with the
data from the original microarray experimental designs.

Datasets
Gene regulatory data from humans and mice were
downloaded from the BioGRID [20] and KEGG [21] da-
tabases. The GRN of humans comprised 434 genes that
interact with one another via 525 transcriptional regula-
tion interactions. The GRN of mice consisted of 297
genes that interact with one another via 372 transcrip-
tional regulation interactions.
We experimented with the proposed TIIM on 2 large-

scale time course microarray datasets used in past studies.
For the first data set, Yoshizuka et al. attempted to investi-
gate the key endogenous gene expression profiles of cell
cycle arrest in response to a long period of human im-
munodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) Vpr overexpression
[22]. A human gene expression microarray was used to
tackle this issue. They compared the expression patterns of
21,794 genes in wild-type Vpr-expressing cells with the ex-
pression patterns of the same genes in mutant F72A/R73A-
Vpr- or R80A-Vpr-expressing cells over 9 time points,
including 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, and 24 hours in 5 duplicate
samples. For the second dataset used in this study, Sciuto
et al. used a mouse model to design a genomic approach to
observe genetic alterations involved in the process of
reduction-oxidation in murine pulmonary tissues in re-
sponse to exposure to carbonyl chloride (phosgene) [23].
Forty Crl:CD-1 (ICR) BR mice were exposed (whole-body)
to either air or a concentration × time (c × t) amount of
32 mg/m3 (8 ppm) phosgene for 20 min (640 mg × min/
m3). Lung tissue was collected from air- or phosgene-
exposed mice at 0.5, 1, 4, 8, 12, 24, 48, and 72 hours
post-exposure. Both microarray datasets could be readily
retrieved from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO)
database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) with acces-
sion numbers GSE2296 (human) and GSE2565 (mouse).

Evaluation with literature
An increasing number of studies on gene regulatory events
have been conducted in response to high genetic
associations relevant to most biological outcomes.
According to the main focus of our method, since the genes
involved in each itemset have a high probability of regulat-
ing or interacting with each other, the explored gene
itemsets were then disassembled into a length of 2 as rela-
tionships in order to verify such regulation or interaction
with the literature. In biology, genes involved in these
relationships have some biological regulations/interac-
tions that may occur through transcriptional regulation,
post-transcriptional RNA processing or post-transla-
tional modification. In this regard, a big problem arises
as to how many relationships are top priorities to be
evaluated. Too many relationships would increase the
difficulty of the evaluation process. Therefore, we manu-
ally scrutinized and validated numerous relationships
between gene regulatory events derived from the top-50
impactful itemsets of the 2 individual datasets taken from
the literature. For example, in Additional file 1: Table S6,
a human dataset-derived gene itemset {BAX (581,
1181007_1) Up, KAT2B (8850, 1188483_1) Down, and
TP53 (7157, 1193761_1) Down} in a length of 3 with an
impactful value of 43.33 could be disassembled into 3 re-
lationships of possible biological regulations/interactions,
including {BAX (581) Up and KAT2B (8850) Down},
{BAX (581) Up, and TP53 (7157) Down} and {KAT2B
(8850) Down and TP53 (7157) Down}. If a disassembled
relationship has been reported in previous literature, the
serial number of the corresponding paper is shown in the
reference column. In contrast, serial numbers with an
asterisk represent an opposite association between
the relationship and evidence from the literature. In the
current example, Zhao et al. demonstrated that
depsipeptide caused little or no changes in the binding of
human KAT2B protein and human TP53 protein in
A549 cells [24]. However, opposite directions of gene
expression for BAX and TP53 was not observed in
previous studies since such studies have reported the
following: human TP53 protein is necessary for activation
of human BAX protein, which can be upregulated by
human CCND1 protein in MCF7 cells [25]; human TP53
protein increases the expression of human BAX mRNA
in Igrov1 cells [26]; and an S121F mutant form of
human TP53 protein increases the transcription of the
human BAX gene in Saos 2 cells [27]. In addition to these
well-identified gene regulatory events, to the best of
our knowledge, the regulations/interactions between
human BAX and KAT2B have not yet been reported.
Statistics for all of the evaluation results for human and
mouse datasets are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
Our proposed method, which considered the gene
degrees in the GRNs, appeared to have dramatically
higher accuracy compared to the 2 corresponding
control methods in both datasets. In this regard, the
disassembled relationships identified by our proposed

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/


Table 1 Evaluation of disassembled relations in human datasets from the literature

Methods Comparison TP TN FP FN New Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy

Undifferentiation

Comparison 1
Wild-type 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 43(0)

0.00% N/A 0.00%
F72A/R73A 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 74(0)

Comparison 2
Wild-type 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 43(0)

R80A 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 32(0)

Constant degree

Comparison 1
Wild-type 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 9(3)

37.50% N/A 37.50%
F72A/R73A 2(2) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 66(18)

Comparison 2
Wild-type 1(1) 0(0) 0(0) 5(3) 70(42)

R80A 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 65(25)

Various degrees

Comparison 1
Wild-type 5 0 0 3 53

63.04% N/A 63.04%
F72A/R73A 13 0 0 5 70

Comparison 2
Wild-type 3 0 0 5 66

R80A 8 0 0 4 53

Abbreviation: TP True positive, consistent with positive gene regulation in the literature, TN True negative, consistent with negative gene regulation in the
literature, FP False positive, inconsistent with negative gene regulation in the literature, FN False negative, inconsistent with positive gene regulation in the
literature; Sensitivity: # of TP / (# of TP + # of FN); Specificity: # of TN / (# of TN + # of FP); Accuracy: (# of TP + # of TN) / (# of TP + # of TN + # of FP + # of FN).
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method are more likely to be meaningful of the actual
biology of the original experimental design. For example,
in Table 1, the 70 new gene relationships discovered by
our method may play dominant functional roles in the
process of cell cycle arrest in response to overexpression
of mutant Vpr (F72A/R73A), whereas 53 new genes rela-
tionships were significantly expressed under baseline
conditions (i.e., wild-type Vpr). For the mouse dataset
shown in Table 2, 39 gene relationships were intimately
associated with certain redox pathways induced by ex-
posure to the phosgene. However, well-studied genes
may not dominantly contribute to high-utility itemsets
due to their high neighbor count. We take the well-
documented EP300 as an example; although the gene has
the second highest degree number (18) in the raw GRN,
it was not found in any discovered top-50 itemsets of the
human dataset via our proposed TIIM algorithm. Taken
together, our data demonstrated that using the proposed
method to discover impactful itemsets allowed a great
many new potential gene relationships to be efficiently
identified. Through a literature evaluation process, these
Table 2 Evaluation of disassembled relations in mouse datase

Methods Comparison TP TN FP

Undifferentiation Air 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)

Phosgene 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)

Constant degree Air 1(0) 0(0) 0(0)

Phosgene 0(0) 0(0) 0(0)

Various degrees Air 5(0) 0(0) 0(0)

Phosgene 5(0) 0(0) 0(0)

Abbreviation: TP True positive, consistent with positive gene regulation in the litera
literature, FP False positive, inconsistent with negative gene regulation in the literat
literature; Sensitivity: # of TP / (# of TP + # of FN); Specificity: # of TN / (# of TN + # o
rules also showed higher accuracies compared to the 2
matched control methods. Therefore, the newly identi-
fied gene relationships may be valuable for biologists in
terms of providing further insights into the mechanisms
of time-dependent changes in gene expression.

GO enrichment analysis
In the previous section, although the identified gene rela-
tionships were manually evaluated with the literature, prov-
ing that the unreported/unpublished relationships derived
from different top-k itemsets are reliable remained a chal-
lenge. In this section, we attempted to analyze all of the gene
relationships shown in Tables 3 and 4 derived from the top
50 to 200 itemsets of each comparison for both species.
Gene Ontology (GO) is useful for analyzing the biological

characteristics of a set of genes, including biological pro-
cesses, cellular components, and molecular functions [28].
To test the enrichment of cell cycle-related terms for the
genes identified in the human dataset and the redox-related
terms for the genes identified in the mouse dataset, all of
the lists of gene relationships were separately uploaded to
ts from the literature

FN New Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy

0(0) 24(0) 0.00% N/A 0.00%

0(0) 30(0)

1(0) 63(0) 50.00% N/A 50.00%

0(0) 12(0)

0(0) 59(0) 71.43% N/A 71.43%

4(0) 39(0)

ture, TN True negative, consistent with negative gene regulation in the
ure, FN False negative, inconsistent with positive gene regulation in the
f FP); Accuracy: (# of TP + # of TN) / (# of TP + # of TN + # of FP + # of FN).



Table 3 Statistics for different impactful itemsets in human datasets

Comparisons Datasets Top-50 Top-100 Top-150 Top-200

Average length of itemsets

Comparison 1† Wild-type 3.54 4.38 4.93 5.18

F72A/R73A 3.30 3.40 3.63 3.54

Comparison 1†† Wild-type 3.38 3.76 4.36 4.80

F72A/R73A 2.86 2.88 2.99 3.00

Comparison 1††† Wild-type 2.76 2.87 2.99 3.09

F72A/R73A 2.90 2.88 2.94 2.96

Comparison 2† Wild-type 3.54 4.38 4.93 5.18

R80A 3.24 3.93 3.96 3.96

Comparison 2†† Wild-type 3.16 3.34 3.36 3.39

R80A 2.98 3.00 3.27 3.24

Comparison 2††† Wild-type 2.92 2.99 3.00 3.00

R80A 2.84 2.92 2.95 2.96

Number of disassembled relations

Comparison 1† Wild-type 43 73 85 108

F72A/R73A 74 132 178 251

Comparison 1†† Wild-type 9 11 11 11

F72A/R73A 68 125 178 229

Comparison 1††† Wild-type 61 154 207 226

F72A/R73A 88 168 211 264

Comparison 2† Wild-type 43 73 85 108

R80A 32 58 85 111

Comparison 2†† Wild-type 76 136 183 232

R80A 65 118 169 203

Comparison 2††† Wild-type 74 156 213 255

R80A 65 138 204 259

†: Undifferentiation; ††: A constant degree; †††: Various degrees.

Table 4 Statistics for different impactful itemsets in mouse datasets

Comparisons Datasets Top-50 Top-100 Top-150 Top-200

Average length of itemsets

Comparison 3† Air 3.80 3.84 4.24 4.07

Phosgene 3.68 3.93 4.21 4.35

Comparison 3†† Air 2.68 2.77 2.77 2.83

Phosgene 3.72 4.08 4.45 4.53

Comparison 3††† Air 2.82 2.94 2.99 3.03

Phosgene 2.62 2.81 2.90 2.96

Number of disassembled relations

Comparison 3† Air 24 40 74 74

Phosgene 30 44 52 55

Comparison 3†† Air 65 128 179 239

Phosgene 13 39 52 65

Comparison 3††† Air 64 112 158 190

Phosgene 48 93 140 196

†: Undifferentiation; ††: A constant degree; †††: Various degrees.
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Figure 6 GO enrichment analysis of wild-type and F72A/R73A mutant Vpr protein for the human dataset. GO1: GO:0006915 ~ apoptosis;
GO2: GO:0043066 ~ negative regulation of apoptosis; GO3: GO:0042127 ~ regulation of cell proliferation; GO4: GO:0008284 ~ positive regulation of
cell proliferation; GO5: GO:0007050 ~ cell cycle arrest; GO6: GO:0007346 ~ regulation of mitotic cell cycle; GO7: GO:0051726 ~ regulation of
cell cycle.
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the DAVID bioinformatics analysis tool [29] and analyzed
with a web-based functional annotation tool. For each
uploaded gene list, we selected and examined the p-value
of the terms associated with the original experimental re-
sults for all items categorized as “GOTERM_BP_4”. To
make a statistically significant comparison for each GO
term in the different experimental conditions, we only fo-
cused on the GO terms that had at least one p-value less
Figure 7 GO enrichment analysis of wild-type and R80A mutant Vpr p
regulation of apoptosis; GO2: GO:0006915 ~ apoptosis; GO3: GO:0042127 ~ r
of cell proliferation; GO5: GO:0008284 ~ positive regulation of cell proliferati
regulation of cell cycle; GO8: GO:0007346 ~ regulation of mitotic cell cycle;
than 0.05. The original paper had already demonstrated that
the human cell cycle could be altered by the HIV-1 Vpr pro-
tein. Hence, we tested whether our identified results were as-
sociated with the cell cycle. Genes involved in top-k gene
itemsets that were identified by considering various gene de-
grees had overall dramatically high cell cycle enrichments
compared to the matched control experiments with 2 base-
line methods in both comparisons including wild-type versus
rotein for the human dataset. GO1: GO:0043066 ~ negative
egulation of cell proliferation; GO4: GO:0008285 ~ negative regulation
on; GO6: GO:0007050 ~ cell cycle arrest; GO7: GO:0045786 ~ negative
GO9: GO:0051726 ~ regulation of cell cycle.
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F72A/R73A and wild-type versus R80A (Figures 6 and 7).
For the mouse dataset, the experiment results of the original
paper indicated that redox pathways played functional roles
in response to exposure to the phosgene. However, we could
not obtain any of the eligible GO terms. This may have been
due to the following factors: (i) insufficient gene regulation in
the GRN: additional gene regulatory events have now been
identified and further deposited in the online databases;
(ii) probe reading noise is error-prone and inherent to the
microarray-based measurement of gene expression [30]; and
(iii) GO term enrichment analysis is more suitable for analyz-
ing a set of distinct genes instead of the relationships
between certain genes. In spite of these limitations, we still
proved that our identified gene relationships exhibited good
performance in both datasets via the literature survey
illustrated in the previous section. The proposed method also
could be applied to other topics of interest.
Conclusions
In this study, we proposed the TIIM algorithm to discover
top-k impactful itemsets with stronger meanings in biology
from 2 gene expression datasets to address the flaws of
previous frequent pattern analysis methods. Our method
adopted a top-k strategy by introducing a user-selected k
to avoid producing redundant insignificant itemsets
(below the top-k itemset). During the evaluation process,
the gene relationships derived from the top-50 gene
itemsets were manually verified with previous literature.
This yielded higher accuracies in both microarray datasets
compared to the 2 baseline methods. Moreover, GO term
enrichment analysis also showed that our identified genes
correlated very well with the original literature identifica-
tions. These good performance results may be attributed
to the consideration of the number of differential neigh-
boring genes in GRNs that could be easily retrieved from
the inherent biological involvement of each array-involved
gene. Our proposed method is therefore an effective
means to provide biologists with further insights into the
relationships of gene regulatory events and interactions in
certain biological processes.
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